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Abstract—This article is studied changes detection used in 

hyper spectrum images. Change Detection (CD), processing 

of identity and non-dependent studies and spectral changes 

in the signal. Sensors hyper spectrums of image (HSI) are 

able to collect data on thousands of narrow-band spectrum. 

Also the sensors provide High spatial resolution and 

immaterial valuable data that can be useful for CD. This 

process developed and used in algorithms to detect changes 

in hyper spectrum images for The main objective of this 

study is to investigate HSI differences in algorithms of detect 

changes. Studied methods in this article including differing 

image, the image processing, the principal component 

analysis, identifying changes of linear chronogram, 

correlation coefficient of the possibility, scale of detect 

differences of coronel changes. Algorithms in MATLAB is 

displayed and their efficiency shows with a false alarm 

clauses rate and deleted changes. 

 

Index Terms—hyper spectrum xerography, detective 

algorithms of changes (HIS), spatial resolution, ratio 

forming of image. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ability to detect and identify changes in the images 

of the same scene at different times have been of  image 

processing researchers` favorite over the years which due 

to the large part of inclusion number of administrative 

 programs in doctrine is varied. Xerography of  detect 

ability of tiny changes lead to high false alarm rate will 

limit EO / RGB . Hyper imaging spectrum (HIS) 

notwithstanding the spectral information includes the 

most detect ability. Almost motion is defined as variety 

while the spectral changes are due to changing position of 

 objects. Legal force and army are interested in 

monitoring vehicles. Identification of vehicles and their 

movement`s change could benefit from monitor with 

perform the operator of intruders or the activities. 

Identify changes include quickly impact assess or event 

damage or an activity . Hyper spectrum imaging is 

suggested to achieve this relatively new technology. 

Therefore, the purpose of this article is  development and 

implementation of algorithms for the detection and 

identification of false warnings regarding the use of 

hyper spectrum images. The challenges and complexity 

of data  is HIS. 
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II.  PURPOSES 

The following cases are achieved: 

 Provide a background in HIS and CD field. 

 Survey and comparison of existing CD methods 

 Perform various CD algorithms in HIS data and 

compare their performance using data of changes 

 Survey of CD validity on the base of HIS using 

different methods 

 Discuss about results and future different research 

ways 

III. HYPER SPECTRUM IMAGING 

The main idea related to hyper spectrum imaging in 

the detection position of change is subject herein. Hyper 

spectrum cubes  as image storage, is considered one on 

top of another, where each picture in storage is 

expressing  IFOV in  bar is at a certain wavelength of light. 

Thus, two dimensional images from scene is provided 

with three-dimensional image cube, where the third 

dimension represents the wavelength of the light . 

Each point or pixel in the image is collected with 

hyper spectrum sensor with general information about the 

spectrum of the light. However, the discrete spectrum 

HSI includes data with higher resolution than RGB 

images or  EO . Different materials have different 

absorption dependent on the wavelength  . Hyper spectral 

images of reflected energy are recognized as spectral 

symptoms. Fig. 1 shows how to produce a complete 

spectrum for each pixel of the image by spectrums of 

hyper spectral imaging. 

 

Figure 1. HSI cub spectrum analyse  
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Format of HIS cube is shown in Fig 2. Pixel vector 

describes ƛn in special spectral range as pn = (xn, yn) 

=( 1 [x1,y1,…,xN,yN]T with each (x1,y ) represents 

position of pixel in image. 

At each pixel location, the density is recorded as a 

function of wavelength  which creates a continuous 

spectrum of symptoms. In this Cube,  x  and  y suggest the 

number of bands hyper spectral data. as matrix image, 

three-dimensional array of pixel density  is created.   

 

Figure 2. HIS data cube 

However, HSI  sensors act as cameras; images were 

collected at a continuous wavelength are considered  as 

the video frames   . The set of HSI images cube  contains 

001 per set of milliseconds to several seconds or more. 

Moving object within a set of HSI image results moving 

spectral. In fact,   HSI objects through different bands of 

video of motion is created with showing collected images 

in successive spectral bands. The most interesting, 

following the movement of the images is perform by 

bands. Review   HSI continuesfor images in   Cd means of 

for CD are possible in the two cases:  of use of HSI Cubes 

which seek changes in the two images  cubic to CD cubic 

collected in both directions and CD between the spectral 

  bands in a single cube in a way. All methods dicussed CD

these two states (Table I). are performable in 

TABLE I. METHODS DISCUSSED CD  IN TWO STATES 

statement application describe situation 

discover of 

temporary 
changes 

Most of usage 

related to CD 
processing 

CD band 

frequency like 

frequency analysis 
of different cubes 

band 

Cube to 

cube 

Depend on 

sensor 
compentency 

Allow to 

processing with 
frequencies 

CD like cube 
analysis of  

succesfull  

frequency bands 

Band to 

band 

These states are suggested in pictures which HIS cube 

data are following them. 

 

Figure 3. Analysis of cube to cube changes 

 

Figure 4. Analysis of band to band changes 

IV. DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS OF HYPER SPECTRAL 

IMAGING IMAGE DIFFERENTIATE 

Image differentiate is one of the easiest and very useful 

CD techniques. Differentiate trying to find the ranges of a 

scene which constantly changing and usually correspond 

 motion or movement in the scene. 

Image differentiate Includes detract the number of 

density in the same pixel location of two images that have 

been taken in two different periods of time. 

The two images simultaneously recorded are compared 

pixels–pixels and pixel-related with transitive    boundaries 

causing changed significantly, of the pixels associated 

with unchanged area of the third new image. 

     
(1)

 

The third image or different image for making change 

or any change classification by the beginning is analyzed . 

The main stage of the CD way is law identity. The only 

corresponding pixel in different images which is above 

the beginning is adverse with result   changes in its place. 

After implementation, the different binary image is 

created, every existing pixel in show a change with the  

value of 1 (white) and unchanged pixels with value 0(  

Black). 

V. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

A principal component analysis is a linear deformation 

technique and probably the most common type of this 

technique. The main principle of the  PCA method is 

 using of that as  input of set of images and they can 

recognize through a linear transformation, since the 

output images are linearly independent. The new 

coordinate system is to be designed for data because the 

most diverse  related to the first axis, or first principal 

component and the most second diverse in the secondary 

axis. This technique is usually for  reduce the number of 

spectral bands or used in compressed designs .unlike the  

pixel containing change from their spectral appearance  

are very unique and seems placed away from the axis( 2 

 )PC. 
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Figure 5. Analysis to identify changes of Principal component 

            
(2)

 

It is suggest that this explanation for CD analysis cube 

to cube is described, but can be easily be converted into a 

single cube within a band.  Therefore the use of  PCA for 

CD consists of components with the lowest correlation as 

title the  2nd principal component  which reflect changes 

in the data are under review. 

VI. THE SCALE OF DETECTIVE DIFFERENCES OF 

KERNEL CHANGE 

This section is described CD process based on   

techniques of kernel forming. The compare of two 

discussion area is  necessary in different locations within 

the same time to achieve CD. Using the kernels, the design 

of the nonlinear input space into design space causes   linear 

discrete data. It is described that a separator in 

high-dimensional space with a curved design vectors  input 

variables in the raw space dimension is low. Fig. 6 shows 

how to design non-linear data by kernel design space 

where the linear   hyper sheet is a remarkable individual. 

 

Figure 6. Design non-linear data 

Kernel functions with respect to the data acts on top 

atmosphere . The most common linear kernel, multi 

number, the main function of a kernel of radius   

 mathematically, is described as point between the spines 

of the input variables. 

Kernel function is defined as linear production to proof 

Mercer theory.  

Except for calculating the cost of Kernel function  K (x, 

y)  by  is not associated with additional cost of 

consumption. Outline clearly   never be calculated. 

Many kernel functions are suggested for this mapping, 

however, all kernel functions are equally useful. For this 

study, two types of kernel functions considered are the 

following:   

1. Multi number kernel  

( , ) ( ) , 0 tanT dk x y x y where d is a cons t   

2. RBF kernel 
2

2
( , ) exp , 0 tan

2

x y
k x y where is a cons t



 
   

 
 

 

Here, d is the degree of multi number kernel and σ is 

Gussian variance. Both kernels take advantage of  Mercer 

locations and  is used for mapping . 

At first kernel is normalization for each pixel in the 

data set is  k (x, y) = 1 . This approach is valid because 

each kernel which shown with point is normalization and 

the main kernel result will remain. 

Before advancing to scale of differences, design space 

geometry is shown in Fig. 7 with w and  p parameters to 

define a hyper sheet. 

 

Figure 7. Geometry of kernel program space   

VII. HIS DATA COLLECTION 

This study uses of  HIS data series for CD techniques 

analysis. Measured close to the target of data cube 

collection consists of taking pictures  215 * 215 gray 

levels with 33 strips 400nm to   720nm. On the each tape, 

a dark offset is obtained and decrease from the original. 

the first data collection  which shown in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 

8  (b)  footer purely used to Cube to Cube analysis. 

 The two images are visually the same, however the 

first data cube (a)  is calculated  21 minutes prior to the 

nearly second cubic  (b)  and then after two false value is 

collected from seeing the scene. The test is used  video 

cube every 5 minutes after inaccurate values of the 

expression CD capabilities of the chain   images in a 

single cube. The data cube in Fig. 8 (C) is collected from 

roof in the morning on 28 June 2005. Fig. 8(d) shows 

achieved HIS cube from roof in WSU in 9 May 2007. 

RGB images form in Fig. 8 by three HIS bands 10*480 

nm, 510mn and 650 nm respectively shows blue, green, 

and red. 
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Figure 8. HIS data 

VIII. SPECTRAL SIGN ANALYSIS 

Understanding the spectral signs in the interpretation 

of spectral data cube images  hyper spectral is necessary. 

Different cases are distinct with dependent wavelength 

absorption and reflection. Thereby each plan contains a 

graphical representation and unique spectral reflectance 

so a function of wavelength is generated which is defined 

as its spectrum bookmarks. Hyper spectral sensors 

provide a highly sophisticated way regard to spectral 

symptoms that because of the scan of hundreds of very 

narrow spectral bands with a possible space for the 

continuous spectral response curve . Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and 

Fig. 11 represents image statistics of at different image 

cubic data has been collected which  described in the 

previous section. The presented plans survey the average, 

maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of the data 

points  .box drawn on the image express the selected pixels 

are used in the statistical analysis. This method of 

extraction of spectral cues assess potential problem  of 

saturation sensor. 

Design cut is on top of the region of Fig. 11 sensor 

saturates  that potentially makes some 11scales invalid. 

 

Figure 9. Image statistics of  grass data 

 

 

Figure 10. Image statistics of parking 
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 image statistics  of   Figure 11.  Car information 

Different cases are diverse with absorption and 

reflection which is depends on wavelength. Results of 

Process of this experiment are shown in Fig. 12 longest 

wavelength band corresponding to 720nm  is considered 

to make a distinct change. 

And hence, different Cornell Scale for cube to cubic 

case is considered. 

The binary change design of initial for multi numerical 

kernel is shown in Fig. 13. 

 

Figure 12.  Change design of measure differences of multi numerical 
kernel 

 
Figure 13.  Initial of change design of measure differences of multi 

numerical kernel 

In the comparison, the algorithm of kernel differences 

is configured by use of the kernel Kernel function of 

radial basis Gaussian. 

           
(5) 

 

    RBF     

where, 5.0 =  σ  it objectively chosen as a parameter. The 

impact result of kernel  RBF parameters is shown in Fig  

14. Fig 15 shows the results of initial different kernel 

parameter.   

 

Figure14:  Change design of measures differ kernel RBF   

   

  
Figure 15:     Initial change design measures kernel     RBF  

    

The above results are in the cube to a cube state, 

visualize features of the two routes which are between the 

gross pictures. 

IX. RESULTS OF LOSS TIME IN GROSS DATA  

This study is designed to   CD available in different 

time intervals in the gross way collection . The time of 

gross data collection is 91:15:01. Then, the scene is 

specified by two entering paths and leaving scene. The 

recorded time for the collection of these experiments are 

summarized in Table II.   

TABLE II. SUMMARIZED OF COLLECTION OF THESE EXPERIMENTS 

 

In the following pictures results has been shown the 

changes correlation coefficient in each 3 different times. 
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.Figure16: Changes after than 6:32 minutes 

 

.Figure17: Changes after than 11:01 minutes 

 

.Figure18: Changes after than 16:47 minutes 

X. CONCLUSION 

This paper is set to compare and survey of detect 

changes relate to the hyper spectral imaging based on 

spectral and temporal changes between successive 

observations. The activity reviews CD in the paper.  CD 

 dependents on spectral and temporal effects and 

variability and spectral analysis help to evaluate 

associated change. Based on visual and quantitative 

results as above, some primary results about the 

performance of different CD algorithms in using for 

specific data sets are considered in the paper.  ROC 

scheme of Fig. 5 to Fig. 8.5 will support this conclusion. 

 based on a background investigation is emphasis kernel 

algorithm has superior results regard to linear algorithms. 

 Analogous results is shown in Table III in terms of 

computational complexity that The computational time 

for each algorithm is estimated to detect changes in the 

results can be reported. 

When the suitable algorithm is selected for the 

intended application, the computational complexity will 

be considered  . 

TABLE III. TIME CALCULATION OF ALGORITHM CHANGE TRACKING 

 

 
Grass DATA(seconds) 

Differencing 23.032 

Ratioing 55.078 

PCA 77.953 

LLC 513.031 

Correlation Cofficient 291.156 

Kernel(polynomial) 9758.531 

Kernel(RBF) 11700.922 
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